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About This Game

TREBUCHET! The Industry Award Winning, All Original, Beautifully Simple New Classic!

***** Game of The Year 2014 games industry awards finalist! *****
***** Best Social Game of 2014 games industry awards finalist! *****

***** Top Paid game in Europe (apptracker) *****
***** Critically acclaimed by top Selling international Newspapers including The Sunday Times *****

***** Top Featured Game at indiecade 2014 - www.indiecade.com *****
***** Critically acclaimed by Samsung, TIGA, IndieCade, The Sunday Times and IGF! *****

***** Top Paid game in 13 countries worldwide *****

Each player starts with a set of balls and pieces, moving their blocks around to free their balls and then tilting the board to align
them. Roll your balls into an enemy block and it is destroyed, with the aim of eliminating the enemies King piece, or reaching

the opposing Kings corner with your king - First!

The Press:

"A Rare Game!" "Immensely Pleasurable!" "Deceptively Simple" "A Wonderful Design Job... I can almost feel the board
underneath my fingertips!" "Something great here!" - IndieCade

"A Digital Original!" "Real Strategic Depth" "A Great Game!" - The Sunday Times
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"A Classic Gameplay Experience!" "Really Cool!" - Chillingo / 100% indie (EA)

"It fits the famous rule: 'minutes to learn, a lifetime to master!'... Brilliant game!" - IGF

TREBUCHET! The all original new classic, the first game of its kind, and a game of Skill, Strategy, Spatial awareness and
Surprise, can be played fast or slow, casually or seriously, offering fun for all ages, skill levels and abilities. Anyone who loves
strategy games, brain trainers, kinetic, puzzle or casual games will simply love TREBUCHET and all the fast paced kinetic fun

it has to offer!

A game for life, with tons of free updates including multiplayer, leaderboards and much much more - coming soon! Get
TREBUCHET today and let battle commence…

TREBUCHET: noun: a medieval catapult used for hurling large stones or other missiles at enemy objects!

*********** FEATURES! **********

- THE Award winning, official TREBUCHET game with original artwork!
- ALL NEW - colourful boards and pieces included in this pack!

- 1 and 2 player support!
- Challenge friends and family!

- Play against the computer and test your skills against three competitive difficulty levels designed for both beginner and
advanced players!

- Explosive play! In game animated explosions for realistic - full user engagement!
- Fully immersive - explosive and kinetic sound effects!

- Virtual 3D movement!
- Fully customisable gameplay settings!

- Clear, intuitive, animated instructions - including ‘Quick start guide’ to get you playing within minutes!
- Animated, full instructions, hints and tips for the more advanced players!

- Beautiful, clean, intuitive layout, design and interaction!
- Intuitive and clear in game statistics!

- Endless mind crunching scenarios – no two games are ever the same!
- Cross Platform Multiplayer support - coming soon!

- Cross Platform Local Network and WIFI Play - Coming soon!
- New, exciting boards, sets and other features - Coming Soom!

**** ADDITIONAL FEATURES ****

- Game features and updates driven by your feedback!
- Frequent updates - driven by your feedback.

- Lots more NEW - FREE updates and in-game additions to come!

******************* TREBUCHET - FIRE AWAY! ******************
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Title: TREBUCHET
Genre: Casual, Indie, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
iconical Ltd.
Publisher:
iconical Ltd.
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 
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Pretty much everyone in this game is really nice. One-of-a-kind MMO experience due to this. Good variety in combat, classes,
content, quests, locations etc.

just be aware that the \u00a34 starter pack is definitely worth it in the crown store, and outfit customisation is very addictive &
satisfying imo. Combat on a Monday Night.. pretty good plot. Very disappointing. Should have listened to the review saying:
"The content is just stretched by making the costs of items bigger than necessary."

And i dont have any idea why the dev is doing this. To brag about how much playtime he added?
Not that impressive if most of the time is waiting for enough resources.

Some numbers (SPOILER):
- For better Trencher (the huge multiblock multimachine ore extractor) drillheads you need to extract gas from the frozen
caverns.
- The machines you need for this task cost more than a thousand chromed and magnetic machine blocks.
- Because you need almost equal amounts of these blocks, lets say we want 2.000 blocks
- each block costs 5 T4 bars and an imbued machine block, so we need 10.000 T4 bars
- depending on what smelting method you use a bar costs 16 or 32 units of ore, so worst case scenario you will need 320.000
units of T4 ore
- the trechnerdrillhead MKI has an efficiency of 5% for T4 ores, so you need to find T4 ore veins with 6.400.000 units in them
to just start extracting gases from the air

btw the "High Tech Solution", (the multiblock multimachine blastfurnace and casting basin system) is the one with the higher
ore consumption, the dev thinks this is great idea, and sadly he seems to be not alone 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/254200\/discussions\/0\/360672383118313768\/. Yes, English translation of this game is
just bad and you are not able to read parts of the text, including items descriptions. But otherwise you get a very fun to play H-
game with likable protagonist, her greedy little sister to assist you and other colorful characters. You also get a great integration
of H-scenes into battle system and even some nice storyline. Definitely give it a try.. Really good story with visuals to boot.
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Makes me want more character packs. Like one with cinder or one with the profeesors. Or one with penny. Just more teams..
Interesting puzzles and mysterious atmosphere with really weird storyline that somehow keeps me going, this was my first game
in the franchise and it has hooked me enough to play all the rest of the franchise! Illustrations are beautiful and the music is
haunting, truly a unique feel for a point and click game.. Great value if you want a bunch of sniper rifles for cheap. A lot less
costly than buying credits and xp for just one!. You need a little AltspaceVR in your life. New events, apps and spaces
happening all the time. A room full of people singing karaoke with the music on silent. Hilarious :-). meh, i came away feeling
like while i was all powerful i had no control over that power, i find myself forming the words "shovelware".

UPDATE!!!

the game has undergone some fundemental changes to the tutorial system and the gameplay itself. its a solid title and worth
checking out! i would eagerly recoommend!!. its amazing. I felt the need to write a review for this game after reading the
negative reviews and deciding that I strongly disagreed with them.

Basically, it comes down to this: If you played Contra, Castlevania, Ninja Gaiden, Shadow of the Ninja, or Shatterhand on the
NES, then I guarantee you will like this game. In my opinion, it is even better than some of those games I just mentioned! The
story is quite cheesy and fun in a goofy sci-fi anime way, but it is written much better compared to Ninja Gaiden's cut-scenes. In
other words, you can actually tell that the people who wrote it could speak fluent English!

The game is divided into 6 missions, plus an extra bonus mission. Each mission takes a certain level of reflexes, timing, and trial
and error pattern recognition to succeed. What I really loved was the hardcore mode that unlocks after you beat the game! In
hardcore mode, the game is more difficult and you have to play through all the missions on one life! (you can find some extra
lives in the levels though)

Without a doubt, beating the game on hardcore mode will make you feel like a total bada$$! You will look down and notice new
strands of chest hair and ripped muscles on your body that you never knew you had before, all thanks to this amazing game!
There is also a boss rush mode that is equally fun and addicting. I personally found the snake boss in the tree to be the most
annoying because I couldn't figure out a good pattern to beat him, but with enough perseverance, I finally got past him with
enough health to finish the challenge.

Overall, this is a great game and I'm sure that if it was released back in the NES golden era, between 1986 - 1992, it would've
been a massive hit. Many young gamers today simply don't have the patience to play through a game like this, which is a big
shame in my opinion. If they would just try to put some time and effort into finishing it on hardcore mode, they would find it to
be one of the most rewarding experiences ever, but unfortunately they are spoiled by the constant checkpoints and hand holding
of modern games like Call of Duty and other casual games.

That's just my two cents, but yeah, I highly recommend this game to anyone who has good taste in games.
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